rates of the instability waves propagating at specific wavelengths and wave angles. The temporal growth rates are transformed to spatial growth rates using Gaster's phase-velocity relationship [25] . Boundary-layer transition is predicted by the en-method in which n, usually referred to as n-factor, is obtained by integrating the linear growth rate of the T-S waves from the neutral stability point to a location downstream of the body.
The correlation of a large number of wind-tunnel data and flight transition experiments with linear boundary-layer stability calculations has made the en-method an accepted transition-prediction method (see [15] ).
For experiments in wind tunnels with low turbulence and low acoustic levels, the onset of transition can be correlated with an n-factor of 9 to 11 in subsonic, transonic and supersonic flows.
In the case of flight tests conducted at low Mach numbers, higher n-factors on the order of 12 to 15 have been observed to correlate with transition; for compressible flight conditions n-factors of 9 or lower have generally correlated with transition.
A number of geometric and aerodynamic constraints are imposed on the design parameters to generate practical and realistic body shapes for given design conditions. Judicious choice of the upper and the lower bounds for the design variables will accelerate convergence of the solutions.
Both the level and the location of the minimum surface pressure along the body surface are aerodynamically constrained by the requirement that the turbulent boundary layer over the aft-portion of the body should not separate until x=0.95 for the design conditions.
Next, an 7objective function is chosen and minimized subject to the geometric and aerodynamic constraints.
The objective function fobj is taken to be a function of the location of transition as follows is the transition location predicted using the en-method with an n-factor of 9.
In the optimization calculations described in reference [2], the drag coefficient was chosen as the objective function.
In the present design method the location of transition appears explicitly in the objective function, thus it is possible to derive a body optimized for NLF directly. The objective function given by Eqn. (1) is to be minimized subject to the constraints on the design variables.
The optimizer computes 6gradients of the objective function using Granville's transition criterion; and then, using either a conjugate direction method or a method of feasible direction, the optimizer determines a linear search direction along which a new constrained variable is constructed.
An improved or minimum feasible value of the objective function is calculated using the en-method transition criterion given by Eqn.
(1) and a series of revised design variables are calculated.
The objective function and the constrained function are evaluated using the revised design variables, interpolating over the specified range of feasible design variables resulting in a minimum value of the objective function.
8The results are tested against a convergence criterion. The procedure will stop if the convergence criterion is satisfied, giving a body shape with maximum transition length satisfying the separation constraint. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied the design parameters go through the optimizer again resulting in a new set of design variables and the procedure is repeated until a final body shape is obtained. The tiptank has a fineness ratio of 8.00 and the design flight conditions considered for the present calculations are given by M = 0.7, zero incidence and R'= 1.28 x 106/foot. In the present example an n-factor of 9 is assumed for prediction of the onset of transition.
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
At zero incidence, provided that premature flow separation has not occured, the transition process is dominated by the growth of the 2-D, T-S disturbances prior to the inflectional instability that develops at minimum pressure.
Crossflow vortex structure can develop on the body at nonzero angles of attack. These crossflow vortices can interact with T-S waves and may lead to premature transition. Such complex three-dimensional boundary-layer flows were not considered here.
The axisymmetric body was modelled by a set of 27 body coordinates with 12 points defining the forebody section and 15 points defining the aftbody section.
For the aerodynamic analysis, the body was modelled by 32 panels in the axial direction and 8 panels in the circumferential direction resulting in a total of 256 panels. This number of panels produced reasonably accurate inviscid pressure distributions by the VSAERO method.
The boundary-layer velocity and temperature profiles were obtained at 101 points in the direction normal to the surface and at 90 stations in the streamwise direction.
Boundary layer calculations were carried out for adiabatic wall conditions and zero suction through the wall.
The boundary-layer stability equations were solved at every 5th streamwise boundary-layer station starting from the first station. The boundary-layer stations were skipped to reduce the computation time.
In the global search for eigenvalues, the sixth-order stability equation, obtained by neglecting dissipation terms in the boundary-layer stability equations, was solved at each chordwise station; and in the local search for the eigenvalues, the full eighth order stability equation was solved. Figure 2 presents the pressure distribution on the baseline tiptank and the results of the compressible linear stability analysis for several T-S disturbance frequencies. The pressure coefficients remain subcritical on the entire body. The figure shows that at transition an n-factor of 9 occurs at a T-S disturbance frequency of 3500 Hz.
For this tiptank shape transition onset was predicted to occur at Xtr(en ) = 0.327 (Rtr(en) = 6.04 x 106).
For the tiptank shape twelve design variables representing the ordinates in the forebody region were allowed to vary within the set of specified upper and lower bounds while simultaneously holding the tail section aft of the maximum thickness point unchanged during the design iterations.
In pure axisymmetric flow the obliqueness of the T-S waves with respect to the streamlines (_) does not occur until the local flow speed exceeds the local sonic speed.
In the present example, since the axisymmteric flow was subcritical, _t=0 deg was assumed in the design calculations.
Prior knowledge of the critical boundary-layer disturbance frequencies, which are functions of the Mach number, helps to identify the critical frequency spectrum during the course of the design optimization. The range of T-S disturbance frequencies should be chosen such that it does not exclude any disturbance frequencies which may grow substantially on a new body shape generated during the design iterations. In the present example, the body shapes did not go through large perturbations as the number of iterations increase, and hence, the initially chosen set of T-S frequencies contained all the growing disturbances throughout the design calculations.
The same set of T-S disturbance frequencies which are used in the linear stability analysis for the original tiptank was used in the design optimization.
The COSAL code [24] does not include transverse-curvature effects and the effect of streamline divergence (i.e., T-S wave stretching in the nose region-generally termed as vortex stretching, [26] ). In general, transverse surface curvature has a slightly stabilizing influence on T-S disturbance growth if the curvature is large in relation to the thickness of the boundary layer [27] .
Vortex stretching effects are considerably less if the body has a very small nose radius.
If the design constraints are such that a body with a large nose radius is desired, the vortex stretching effects have to be included in the boundary layer stability analysis. The present design calculations do not take into account the effect of the vortex stretching.
During the course of the design calculations, concave curvature may develop on the axisymmetric body. It is known that centrifugal instabilities in the form of Gortler vortices occur in the shear flow over concave surfaces [28, 29] .
In the present design method the boundary layer stability calculations do not consider the effect of the centrifugal instabilities.
The design program took 2785 seconds on CRAY-2S to predict the final tiptank design shape.
The original and the final tiptank shapes obtained are compared in Fig. 3 . The stability envelope for the new tank has a smaller gradient than the original tiptank. On the original tiptank, high frequency disturbances (5000 Hz, 6000 Hz and 7500 Hz) grow along the first 20% of the body and then become stable.
These high frequency disturbances do not grow beyond an n-factor of 5.
The critical disturbances, characterized by a frequency of 3500 Hz, start growing near 13% of the body length from the nose and reach an n-factor of 9 at Xtr(en ) = 0.327 (Rtr(en) = 6.04 x 106).
On the designed body, the disturbances with frequencies of 3500 Hz and 4000 Hz do not grow as much as they did on the original tiptank.
The disturbance at a frequency of 9000 Hz, which did not grow at all on the original tiptank, grows on the new body until an n-factor of about 6 is reached. The disturbance with a frequency of 2500 Hz does not grow at all on the designed body shape; whereas, the disturbance with the same frequency grew to an n-factor of about 13 for the original tiptank. The transition location corresponding to an n-factor of 9 occurs at Xtr(en ) = 0.391 (Rtr = 7.22 x 106) on the designed body. Although the critical frequency leading to transition remained at 3500 Hz on both the original tiptank and the designed body, boundary-layer transition corresponding to an n-factor of 9 as predicted by the en-method occured much further downstream on the designed body.
To assess the effect of extending the length of laminar boundarylayer flow over the geometries analyzed, The viscous drag was calculated using a modified integral boundary layer approach [3] . An improved turbulent boundary-layer calculation method was incorporated in the panel method to give more realistic drag calculations with available experimental data.
The turbulent boundary-layer calculations were based on Head's entrainment method as modified by Shanebrook and Sumner [30] .
Validation of this improved method with experimental drag measurements by GErtler [31] on axisymmetric turbulent body shapes at R L of 10.0 x 106 and 26.0 x 106 show that the drag coefficient can be calculated accurately for these predominantly turbulent flow geometries [3] . A drag coefficient (CD) of 0.0491 was predicted on the original tiptank with the boundary-layer transition fixed at Xtr=0.327, and a drag coefficient (CD) of 0.0415 was predicted on the designed body shape with the boundary-layer transition fixed at Xtr=0.391.
The designed body shape has a very small nose radius. Nose shapes with extremely small nose radii will produce large pressure peaks at offdesign angles of attack and can produce vortices which would influence transition in a negative way.
A constraint on the nose radius will help alleviate the off-design aerodynamic characteristics. 
